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Abstract

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED" To form a connection hole in an interiayer insulating film by a dry etching

process, using not only a general composition etching gas but also an etching gas containing no

SOLUTION"IhS meUiod for manufacturing a semiconductor device includes a step of forming a connection

hole 14 in an inter-layer insulating film by a dry etching process using an etching gas. In this case, a film 12

having a low dielectric constant is an insulating film which is made of a compound, having SiF or CF

couplings in a chemical structural formula. Specifically, the compound may be S.OF. cyclic fluororesin

siloxane copolymer or polyfluoroaryl ether. When such an insulating film employed, active species of F- or

fluoroacrbon- boased moleules emitted from inside of the connection hole 24 of the inter-layer insulating film

can cause an etching rate of the insulating film inside the hole 14 to be increased.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] the layer insulation film which consists of a compound which has SiF combination or CF
combination in a chemical structure formula by the dry etching using etching gas - connection - the

manufacture method of the semiconductor device characterized by having the process which forms a

hole

[Claim 2] The compound which has SiF combination or CF combination in a chemical structure formula

is the manufacture method of the semiconductor device according to claim 1 characterized by the ranges

of specific inductive capacity being 1-4.

[Claim 3] the compound which has SiF combination or CF combination in a chemical structure formula

— under etching - connection of a layer insulation film - a hole - the active species of the molecule of

F emitted from inside, or a fluorocarbon system - connection - a hole - the manufacture method of the

semiconductor device according to claim 1 characterized by including F beyond the grade which can be

made to accelerate etching of an inner insulator layer

http://www4.ipdljpo.gojp/cgi-bin7tran_web_cg^ 10/8/02



* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] the connection formed in the layer insulation film according to the example of this

invention -- it is the outline cross section showing a hole

Prawing 2] It is the outline cross section showing the structure of the sample used for the example of

prawlng SJtiie connection which tried to form in the layer insulation film used for comparison with the

example of this invention -- it is the outline cross section showing a hole

lOsTsStetrate MdTl°sfo2 Layer and 12 Low Dielectric Constant Film and 13 Photoresist and 14

Connection - Hole

[Translation done.]
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing 2]
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[Drawing 1]
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[Drawing 3]
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